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Biochemical Engineering
Prof. Dr.-Ing. Jochen Büchs | AVT.BioVT
Research fields
Bioprocess development | Development of methods for online
process monitoring | Fermentation technology | Mammalian cell
culture technology
Methods include
Online process monitoring | Fermentation at different bioreactor
scales | Automated high-throughput screenings | Pressure
fermentation | (Syn-)Gas fermentation

Chemical Process Engineering
Prof. Dr.-Ing. Matthias Wessling | AVT.CVT
Research fields
Membrane fabrication | Molecular transport | Fluidics | Fabrication |
Electrochemical process engineering | Biomass valorization
Methods include
Membrane Spinning | Microfluidics | CFD | Particle imaging
velocimetry | Flow MRI | Rapid prototyping |Parallelized flow cell
experiments | Membrane and electrode fabrication via spray, film &
sputter coating
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Electrochemical Reaction Engineering
Prof. Dr. rer. nat. Anna Mechler | AVT.ERT
Research fields
Electrochemical energy conversion | Electrocatalysis | Fuel cells |
Electrolyzers | Methanol oxidation | Scale-up phenomena | Electrode
design | Electrode modification
Methods include
Electrochemical Flow Cells | Rotating (ring) disc electrodes | Fuel cell
and electrolysis test station | Online mass spectroscopy |
Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy

Fluid Process Engineering
Prof. Dr.-Ing. Andreas Jupke | AVT.FVT
Research fields
Extraction | Crystallization | Chromatography | Multiphase reaction
systems
Methods include
Experimental and model-assisted analysis of fundamental phenomena | Development and validation of advanced process models |
Model-based design of devices & integrated processes
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Soft Matter Process Engineering
Prof. Dr. rer. nat. Ronald Gebhardt | AVT.SM
Research fields
Protein based microparticles and fibers | Soft colloidal deposit
layers in microfluidic devices | Rheology of soft matter | Molecular
structurerheology relationships
Methods include
Scattering | Microscopy | Rheometry | Microfluidics |
Ultracentrifugation | UV-VIS spectroscopy

Process Systems Engineering
Prof. Alexander Mitsos, Ph.D. | AVT.SVT
Research fields
Mathematical modelling | Deterministic global optimization algorithms | Process design | Process optimization
Methods include
Dynamic optimization | Global MINLP optimization | Bilevel optimization | Online process analytics | CFD
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Computational Systems Biotechnology
Prof. Dr. rer. nat. Wolfgang Wiechert | AVT.CSB
Research fields
Development of biotechnological production processes for chemicals, pharmaceuticals and proteins
Methods include
Miniaturization | Automation and digitization | Modeling and
simulation | Experimental design | Systems and synthetic biology
toolbox

Microscale Bioengineering
Prof. Dr. Dietrich Kohlheyer | AVT.MSB
Research fields
Microbial single-cell analysis | Microfluidic cultivation technology |
Fermentation and process emulation at the picolitre scale
Methods include
Cleanroom thin-film processing | Soft lithography | Microfluidics |
Automated time-lapse (live-cell) microscopy | CFD | Image analysis

Center for Next Generation
Processes and Products – NGP2

Since spring 2017, the six process engineering chairs at RWTH Aachen University share
laboratories, offices and conference rooms under the roof of the Center for Next Generation
Processes and Products (NGP²), situated at the RWTH research campus Melaten. The multidisciplinary environment at NGP² enhances academic exchange and creates a perfect platform for
cooperations with partners from universities and industry.
NGP2 embodies the guiding principle of AVT research: paving the way to a green economy by
designing innovative, sustainable processes that utilize carbon and raw materials efficiently. Housing
40 modern laboratories with state-of-the-art equipment, the NGP2 building facilitates excellent
research. Furthermore, research chairs within AVT share an analytical work-space as well as
workshops.
The heart of the building is the NGP2 Biorefinery. It demonstrates the conversion of woody biomass
to tailor-made biofuels. Modular equipment on a technical scale, in combination with mobile online
analytics, allows for a detailed investigation of phenomena and mechanisms.
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